APPLICATION
MAKE SURE TO COMPLETE ALL REQUIRED GRANT APPLICATION QUESTIONS.
REMEMBER TO:
1. INCLUDE 2 REFERENCES
2. IDENTIFY POTENTIAL FISCAL SPONSOR OR WIRE RECIPIENT
   *If your organization does not have official bank account

DUE DILLIGENCE
PROGRAM OFFICER REVIEWS APPLICATION
- PROGRAM OFFICER (PO) FOLLOW UP
- REFERENCES ARE CHECKED
- REGIONAL ADVISOR REVIEWS

DECISION
GRANT APPROVED
- EMAIL SENT TO APPLICANT

GRANT DECLINED
- EMAIL SENT TO APPLICANT

WIRE PROCESS
Funds sent to applicant
- PO REVIEWS: GRANT CONTRACT, WIRE FORM & OTHER GRANT RELATED FORMS
- WIRE APPROVED & SENT
  * Wire transfers can take up to 10 business days

WIRE APPROVED & SENT
SECURITY GRANT 3 MONTHS & OPPORTUNITY/ADVOCACY GRANT 6 MONTHS

GRANT ACTION
APPLICANT CONFIRMS WIRE RECEIVED

GRANT ACTION
APPLICANT CONFIRMS WIRE RECEIVED

FINAL REPORT DUE
- INFORM PO IF REPORT Needs extensions
- FINAL REPORT SUBMITTED
- REVIEWED & ACCEPTED BY A PROGRAM OFFICER
- GRANT COMPLETED

START

FINISH